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A growing player of  the environmental transition
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GBE at a glance

• Founded in 2008 with the mission to use 

synthetic biology to build a new industrial world 

• IPO in 2011 – Listed on Euronext Growth Paris

• ~50 employees in Paris area

• Manufacturing the first renewable cosmetic-grade 

isododecane

→ Isododecane is a key molecule for cosmetics, used for 

decades (in oil-sourced version) by main industry players 

→ Entered commercial phase in summer 2021 with the launch 

of the first longwear x natural make-up brand LAST®

• Perspective to convert at large scale renewable 

feedstocks into sustainable jet fuel

→ One of the few technologies worldwide to have a large scale 

perspective in air transportation
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An alarming global context

• The Paris agreement (2015) aimed at “limitating global warming to well below 

2°C and preferably to 1.5°C compared to pre-industrial levels”

• Latest projections (IPCC report 2021) indicate that this goal already seems out 

of reach

2010 policies scenario

Current policies scenario: +2.8°C

Most ambitious states 

commitments as of today: +2.2°C

Source: UN – Emissions Gap Report 2021
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Critical need to radically decarbonize our society

Industrial biology is one of the solutions :
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→ A solution to replace oil with plant-based feedstocks at scale



‘To foster the environmental transition through biosciences’

We focus on reducing GHG emissions at scale by deploying our 

disruptive technology through a step-by-step roadmap

→A pioneer in synthetic biology with a unique sugar-to-gaseous hydrocarbon process

→At the crossroads between biological fermentation and petrochemistry
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Our commitment



A disruptive technology to impact the planet
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Biomass          Isobutene         Isododecane

Strong entry barriers with

solid intellectual property

rights: unique sugar-to-

isobutene process

Beet or cane 

sucrose, 

Straw or wood 

sugars…

• A unique process to produce high value isododecane (“IDD”) from renewable

resources addressing various markets

High purity IDD

Isobutene

BIOLOGY GREEN CHEMISTRY

Generic technology with

IP on improvements

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SugarBeet.jpg
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Unique science

• No biological starting point because Isobutene is not produced by Nature

→ We created a unique artificial metabolic pathway - huge technology

barrier overcome

• Global Bioenergies developed the first ever fermentation process to a

gas, having solid advantages translating in economics.

Isobutene
Beet or cane sucrose, 

corn or wheat glucose, 

straw or wood sugars…

Genetically engineered bacteria

• Engineering bacteria by implementing a metabolic pathway to isobutene
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What our peers do: producing liquid products
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Cleaning

Sterilization

Microbial

growth

phase

• Less than 50% of fermenter time is used for production (the rest is in growth

phase and maintenance)

• At the end of the run, the product needs to be extracted from a complex

fermentation broth → high downstream processing cost

Cleaning

Sterilization
Cleaning

Sterilization

Cleaning

Sterilization

The product builds up until it becomes toxic for microbes.

Then, production stalls.
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Production 

phase
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What we do: producing a gaseous compound

The gas volatilizes from the 

broth as soon as it is

produced

• No toxicity for microbes as the product does not build up in medium → very

long runs → >80% of fermenter time devoted to commercial production

• Facilitated purification because the product comes out in a simple environment

(air, water pressure, biogenic CO2)

Production
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Sterilization
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Fermentation to a gas: pros and cons

• Advantages:

– Fermentation step: Better use of equipments and microbial biomass

– Purification: Easier and much less costly

• Drawbacks:

– Specific equipment needed as anti-explosion (ATEX) environment

needed → innovative design of fermenter

– Retrofits more difficult
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Ramping-up the production

Direct Direct Direct2-steps 2-steps

100 tons/yr

capacity

High value make-

up ingredients

Technology 

validation / used 

to launch LAST®

proprietary brand

Thousand tons/yr

scale

Ingredients for skin 

& hair care markets

Technology 

validation
Ten of thousands tons/yr

scale 

Sustainable Aviation Fuel
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Isobutene product tree

Fine chemicals

Cosmetics

Plastics Butyl rubber

Jet fuel

Gasoline

Whole market:

15 million tons per year

(20 billion USD)

Isobutene

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/84/A_380_meeting.jpg


Short term focus on ‘Green Beauty’
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Longer term perspective: Sustainable Aviation Fuel
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Step by step roadmap
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→ Horizon 1:  Launch of our own make-up brand – 2021

→ Horizon 2:  Ingredients for the make-up market – 2022/23 

→ Horizon 3:  Ingredients in skin & hair care markets – 2024/25

→ Horizon 4:  Sustainable Aviation Fuel – second half of the decade

®
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H1: Launching our proprietary brand

• IDD is the key, indispensable molecule in longwear make-up, 

and first ingredient in proportion: from 25% up to 60% in formulas

• First bio-sourced IDD allowed to build a Unique Selling

Proposition: first brand combining naturalness and 

longwear/waterproof/no-transfer performance

• Moving up the value chain and launching LAST® in summer 2021

(www.colors-that-last.com) allowed us to:

– Qualify our raw material (regulatory…)

– Understand how the field is organized between CDMOs and brand owners

– Prove the high naturalness / high performance market at scale

→ Strenghtened negotiating position in 

preparation for Horizon 2

• First e-retailers in Q1 2022 led to a step increase in sales. More 

retail in 2022 to expand sales

®→ From Biotech to Beauty

http://www.colors-that-last.com/
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H2: Selling IDD to make-up leaders

• Small manufacturing unit in the premises of fermentation 

toller ARD in Pomacle, France. Re-use of main equipments

transferred from Leuna demo plant

• Production focuses on the isobutene, and takes advantage

of tolling capacities for the upstream and the downstream

segments

• Production started in March 2022

• Isobutene production capacity expected to ramp up from 10 

tons/yr at present to 100 tons/yr by the end of 2022

• Aim is to sell IDD on the high-value make-up niche

• Global market targeted in the longwear segment: 400 tons/yr

• Competition starting to emerge
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H3: Large volumes to skin and hair care

• Frost & Sullivan paid-for study:

→ IDD and IHD widely used in four of the five cosmetics segments: make-

up, skincare, haircare, toiletries

→ Present market 25,000 tons/yr

→ Ramping up to 100,000 tons/yr within years by considering substitution 

of D5 silicon, soon to be banned from the whole cosmetics industry

→ No direct competition: existing offer of renewable ingredients compromise 

performances

• Screening of several existing fermentation plants in Europe as 

options for retrofit:

– Capex under evaluation

– Production at thousand tons scale in late 2024

– Will make GBE profitable

• Potential for one/two additional plants in skin and hair care 

before moving to jet fuel
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H4: Decarbonizing air transportation

• First flight performed in June 2021 with a small

airplane using 97% green aviation gasoline

IDD is already approved for a 50% blend in 

commercial jet fuel

• Our process should be ASTM-certified in late 2022

• Objectives for renewable & sustainable jet fuel:

→ Bring cost below 4€/kg

→ New Life Cycle Analysis to be more precise on CO2 savings

→ Prove reduction in particles emission → less contrails, that are 

also contributing to global warming

→ 30kT SAF-centered plant in the second half of the decade

• A lot of communication in the press suggesting that the 

competition is coming from numerous technologies.   

In fact, the technological options are limited.
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H4: TotalEnergies’ vision

Presentation by Stéphane Thion, 

TotalEnergies
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H4: Focus on sugar fermentation technologies

Amyris: Shelved for 

technical reasons

Narrow competitive landscape: only two

technologies

We are not in this picture because our

process is not certified yet (expected to 

change late 2022)

Our process surpasses the two competitive

technologies: better OPEX, better products

ATJ = Alcohol-To-Jet

SIP = Synthetic IsoParaffins

These are complex names… 

The field should in fact just be named

« sugar-based fermentation »
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We have the best in class technology: we could well be the sole winner…

Waste 

cooking 

oils

(cheap 

but 

limited

resource)

H4: Sequencing of technology segments
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… on the main segment…

… in a game just starting.

Binding mandates

H4: Markets and technologies



Conclusions
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Environmental transition - Global picture

• Reducing CO2 emissions

down to zero by 2050 is

mandatory for the planet to

stay livable

• We have not started yet: CO2

emissions are still growing

year after year

• It will first require huge efforts

from everyone, starting with a

massive reduction in fuel and

goods consumption, powered

by government policies

• Low CO2 emission technologies will bring a key part of the solution by

preserving some of our present living standards at a reduced environmental

expense

Source: IPCC report Climate Change 2021
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Environmental transition – zoom on SAF

International Air Transport Association’s view:

(IATA is the trade association for the world’s airlines,

representing 290 airlines or 83% of total air traffic)

Source:

www.iata.org/contentassets/b3783d24c5834634af59148c718472bb/factsheet_saf-.pdf

«

»
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Metrics

• Human activity emits about 40 billion tons CO2 per year

• Aggressive scenario regarding the deployment of our technology:

– Thousands of plants based on our technology

– Converting 1,000 million tons feedstock into 250 million tons SAF and other IBN 

derivatives

– Preventing the emission of 500 million tons CO2 per year

→ 1% of global CO2 emissions prevented, i.e. emissions of 100 million people

→ Both a large figure for a unique technology, and small regarding the depth

of the problem.
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Perspectives

• Process now mature for applications in the cosmetics

• Clear and stepwise roadmap for ramping up the production from

Cosmetics to Sustainable Aviation Fuels

• Potential to build thousands of plants and re-industrialize deserted

territories

• Contributing to the energy independence of many countries – strategic

dimension

• Perspective to reduce world CO2 emissions by 1%, a large figure for a

unique technology, bringing a concrete contribution to limiting global

warming, the main challenge of our generation



This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that have been

based on current expectations about future acts, events and circumstances.

These forward-looking statements are, however, subject to risks,

uncertainties and assumptions that could cause those acts, events and

circumstances to differ materially from the expectations described in such

forward-looking statements.

These factors include, among other things, commercial, technical and other

risks e.g. associated with estimation of the price of carbohydrate resources,

the meeting of development objectives and other investment considerations,

as well as other matters not yet known to the Company or not currently

considered material by the Company.

Global Bioenergies accepts no responsibility to update any person regarding

any error or omission or change in the information in this presentation or any

other information made available to a person or any obligation to furnish the

person with further information.

Disclaimer



Contact

Global Bioenergies

5 rue Henri Desbruères

91000 Evry

Tél. : +33 (0) 1 64 98 20 50

E-mail : invest@global-bioenergies.com


